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set of both UV and phenomenologically motivated flavor scenarios. We compute which
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and the coupling between leptoquark and Standard Model fermions. We find that we
can probe leptoquark masses up to an order of magnitude beyond
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couplings. Additionally, we can also probe regions of parameter space unavailable to flavor
experiments. In particular, all of the parameter space of interest to explain recent low-
energy anomalies in B meson decays would be covered even by a
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1 Introduction

Detection of new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) has been elusive so far. While
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) still has the potential to both discover new physics and
improve our understanding of the Standard Model, it is becoming increasingly clear that
a future high energy collider will be necessary to search for solutions to the shortcomings
of the SM. Given the abundance of motivated, exotic scenarios for physics beyond the
Standard Model (BSM), it is imperative to understand the reach and complementarity of
different future collider options for different BSM possibilities.

A multi-TeV muon collider (MuC) is an especially exciting possibility to succeed the
LHC [1–10]. Such a machine would have several intrinsic benefits beyond that of high-
precision lepton colliders and high-energy hadron colliders. As muons are ∼ 200 times
heavier than electrons, they produce less synchrotron radiation and can thus be readily
accelerated to high center of mass (COM) energies. At the same time, they preserve many
of the advantages of lepton machines: they are not composite objects like the proton, and
can thus utilize the full COM energy in their collisions. Furthermore, as the colliding
particles are not strongly interacting, searches with strongly-interacting final states gener-
ally have much smaller backgrounds than corresponding channels at hadron colliders. The
production of electroweak particles (either in SM or any potentially new ones) therefore
constitutes a much larger fraction of the events than at comparable pp colliders. Finally,
a MuC is uniquely capable of testing BSM scenarios that couple to second generation
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leptons directly, allowing searches for hitherto unexplored flavorful BSM theories whose
signals may be suppressed in e+e− or hadron collisions. In this work, we will demonstrate
how all of these advantages are brought to bear in searching for particles that couple leptons
and quarks at a vertex.

There are several inherent difficulties in working with muons, largely stemming from
challenges in their production and their instability. It has long been understood that muons
produced from meson decays (a design that in principle allows for high luminosity beams)
occupy a large volume of phase space and must be cooled in order to create a beam as
necessary for high energy collisions [11–15]. Nevertheless, the past few years have seen
considerable progress towards realizing high intensity, low emittance muon beams [16–
19], including an alternative design that circumvents this problem altogether [20–22]. In
particular, these studies have led to realistic targets of the integrated luminosity scaling of
a high energy muon collider (assuming a 5 year run) [1]:

L ' 10 ab−1 ×
(√
s/10TeV

)2
. (1.1)

We take this scaling as a benchmark to investigate the reach of a 3TeV (1 ab−1) and a
14TeV (20 ab−1) machine.

The short lifetime of the muon leads to another experimental challenge: the muon
decay products will inevitably interact with the surrounding machinery, giving rise to a
significant “beam-induced background” (BIB) [23–30]. This effect must be mitigated to
study the high energy collisions of interest. The background can be partially removed by
introducing “shielding nozzles” in the detector, at the cost of losing detector coverage up to
a given opening angle. In the absence of a realistic detector design optimized for different
energies, we will assume that the detector has coverage only up to |η| ≤ 2.5 for all visible
particles.1 Furthermore, we require them to have pT ≥ 25GeV, and assume that the effects
of the BIB can otherwise be ignored. This assumption is somewhat conservative, as the
BIB becomes less problematic at higher energies, and with improvements in timing.

In light of these experimental advances, there has been a proliferation of interest from
theoretical physics in muon colliders [31]. These studies include both detailed studies of the
PDFs that are relevant in muon collisions [32, 33] and estimates of the rates of SM processes
and projections for measuring Higgs couplings [34–36]. There have also been numerous
studies of the reach for high energy muon colliders to probe various BSM possibilities,
including new scalars [37–42], minimal dark matter [43–45], explanations for discrepancies
in the muon (g − 2)µ [46–50] or the neutral current B-meson anomalies [51, 52], and for
new physics encoded in higher-dimensional operators [53, 54]. In this work, we further
these theoretical works by studying leptoquarks (LQs), a class of exotic BSM particles
with flavorful couplings to SM fermions and unique signals at colliders.

While there are no mediators in the SM that can couple a quark and a lepton at
a vertex, there is no reason to believe this is true in the UV theory that completes the
SM. Such mediators are collectively called LQs. These particles can emerge from various

1This estimate on the η range is reasonable, as studies indicate that the resolution of soft, forward tracks
degrades substantially in large η [29].
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UV completions of the SM, and are especially ubiquitous in models with unified gauge
interactions [55–57]. Certain representations of leptoquarks under the SM gauge group
are impossible to obtain in some string theory constructions, so any signal of such a LQ
would immediately rule out a number of models [58]. Aside from any UV motivations for
their existence, LQs near the weak scale have been well studied in the literature [59–74],
and have been frequently appealed to in order to explain various low energy anomalies
e.g. in B meson decays [75–92]. LQs at the TeV scale manifest in a variety of scenarios.
In supersymmetric theories with R-parity violation (RPV), the squarks acquire couplings
to leptons and become scalar LQs [93]. LQs can also emerge near the confinement scale
in strongly coupled theories [94]. Grand Unified Theories generically have LQs in small
representations of the gauge group, and if they belong to a representation that doesn’t
participate in the GUT symmetry breaking at high scales, their mass may be close to the
weak scale [95].

The unique couplings of LQs to SM fermions leads to a very particular phenomenol-
ogy at experiments, worthy of in-depth study at both high energy colliders and in low
energy observables. There are already various precision low energy experiments probing
the signatures of LQs, see ref. [96] for a review of various LQ contributions to low energy
observables. Such observables always have the highest sensitivity to interactions involving
the first generation leptons. Dedicated searches for these LQs are carried out at LHC
too [97–111]. In the high energy hadron colliders the production of these particles are
mostly dominated by the color production. A thorough study of LQ signals at the LHC is
carried out in refs. [112–117].

In contrast to the color production at hadron colliders, the production mechanisms for
LQs at a high energy MuC are sensitive to the electroweak and LQ couplings. This will
allow us to directly probe the couplings of the LQs to muons at an unprecedented precision.
In this work, as a proof of principle, we will study the reach of a MuC in the parameter
space of the U1 LQ. Up to details of the interference of the LQ with SM amplitudes, the
phenomenology of LQs with different spins or representations of the SM gauge group is
expected to be quite similar.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we review the details of
the model and discuss its flavor texture. In section 3 we discuss each of the LQ production
modes in turn, and detail our analysis strategy. We collect the constraints from all the
production modes in section 4, and compare to complementary constraints from flavor
observables and other future colliders. We conclude in section 5. Appendix A includes
further details on our likelihood analysis, while appendix B provides further details on
the effect of modified LQ couplings to SM gauge bosons on the reach of a MuC in their
parameter space.

2 Model

The goal of this work is to understand the phenomenolgy of LQs at a high energy muon
collider. An LQ refers to any particle that couples leptons and quarks at a vertex, and they
can therefore have a variety of properties: they can be scalars or vectors, and can have
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several possible representations under the electroweak gauge group [118]. As mentioned in
the introduction, LQs arise in a variety of BSM scenarios, including GUTs, supersymmetric
theories, and composite models. All of these scenarios carry additional complications, and
generally lead to other new states and signatures near the LQmass. However, the signatures
of the LQs themselves in all of these scenarios are closely related. We will therefore adopt a
simple, phenomenological parameterization of LQ interactions to understand the relevant
features at a muon collider. In this work, we thus focus on one well-motivated LQ, referred
to as U1 in the notation of ref. [96]. With small modifications, our results can easily be
adapted to other LQs at a high energy MuC.2

The U1 is a vector LQ in the (3,1, 2/3) representation of the SM gauge group. It was
the first LQ to appear in the literature, as it emerges in the spectrum of Pati-Salam grand-
unified theories (GUTs) [55, 56]. It is a genuine LQ — it has no di-quark interactions —
and therefore does not give rise to proton decay. Simplified models with a U1 LQ have been
studied as a particularly intriguing solution to the recent B-meson anomalies referenced
in the introduction. We will discuss this connection more in section 4. Depending on the
UV-completion, U1 can either be the massive remnant of a spontaneously broken gauge
symmetry [119–122] or a composite of some strongly interacting sector [123, 124]. In either
case, the signatures of the LQ itself can still be understood within the phenomenological
framework discussed below, and in that context, our results can be taken as a roadmap for
future studies of the different UV scenarios.

Following [125], the Lagrangian can be written as follows:

LU1 = −1
2U
†
1µνU

µν
1 +m2

LQU
†
1µU

µ
1 − igs(1− κU )U †1µT aU1 νG

aµν

− igY
2
3(1− κ̃U )U †1µU1 νB

µν + gU√
2

[
Uµ1
(
βijL Q̄

i
LγµL

j
L + βijR d̄

i
Rγµe

j
R

)
+ h.c.

]
, (2.1)

where U1µν = DµU1 ν − DνU1µ with Dµ the covariant derivative. Here, i, j are flavor
indices of the quarks and leptons respectively, and T a the SU(3) generators. In eq. (2.1),
we include potential non-minimal interactions with the SM gauge fields, parameterized by
κU , κ̃U . In models where U1 is a fundamental gauge boson we have κU = κ̃U = 0 [126].
In strongly interacting theories, however, they can take different values, including the so-
called “minimal coupling scenario” [127, 128], between the leptoquarks and gauge fields,
where κU = κ̃U = 1. We have also factored out an overall coupling of the LQs to matter
fields, gU , with the relative couplings dictated by flavor spurions βijL , β

ij
R . Throughout this

work we set gU = 1, as it changes only the overall strength of the interactions governed
by the spurions βijL,R. We neglect any couplings to hypothetical right-handed neutrinos,
which would couple the neutrinos to the LQ and right-handed up-type quark fields.

For definiteness, we will work in the flavor basis in which the fermion doublets are
aligned in the down-quark sector, so that

QiL =
(
V ∗jiu

j
L

diL

)
, LiL =

(
νiL
eiL

)
. (2.2)

2See ref. [52] for a recent study of the bounds from a subset of the signals that we study on the scalar
LQ S1.
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Scenarios 1 2 3 4(
β22
L , β

23
L , β

33
L

)
= (0, 0, 0)

(
β32
L , 0, 0

)
(0, 0.1, 1)

(
β32
L , 0.1, 1

)
Table 1. Different flavor structure scenarios we consider in this work. The LQ mass mLQ and its
Yukawa coupling to bµ̄ (β32

L ) are treated as free parameters in our study. We fix the other couplings
to the values indicated in this table to study the effect of the βL-matrix flavor structure.

In principle, βL and βR are complex, 3× 3 matrices with unspecified coefficients. The
couplings to first generation quarks and leptons are highly constrained by various low-
energy experiments (see ref. [96] for a review), so we will consider the following Ansatz:

βijL =

0 0 0
0 β22

L β23
L

0 β32
L β33

L

 , βijR = 0. (2.3)

Non-zero right-handed couplings are necessitated by some UV completions [55, 56], but
our phenomenological results are insensitive to the chirality of the couplings. Therefore we
keep only the left-handed couplings to quarks and leptons for simplicity, setting all βijR = 0.
Only the left-handed couplings are required to explain the recent B-meson anomalies, as we
will discuss more in section 4. The collider observables we consider are also insensitive to
any phases in the βijL , so we will further assume all the components are real, for simplicity.

The βijL dictate the phenomenology of the LQ at a muon collider via the production,
decay, and relevant backgrounds. The production of LQs at a muon collider depends in
particular on the direct couplings to muons — either β32

L or β22
L . We will consider β32

L as
a free parameter throughout, and fix the other βijL to different values in several scenarios
given in table 1. These structures are somewhat motivated by a U(2)5 symmetry breaking
pattern, which allows for a potentially large β33

L coupling and treats the off-diagonal β32
L

as a spurion [75]. The four scenarios are primarily chosen, though, to give a representative
picture of the phenomenology at a muon collider in different flavor structures.

The values of the βijL also dictate the branching ratios of the U1. Depending on the
scenario, either bµ̄ (scenarios 1 and 2) or bτ̄ (scenarios 3 and 4) will be most relevant
decay channel of the LQ. It is worth emphasizing here that since we consider left-handed
couplings of the LQ, the LQ coupling to down-type quarks and charged leptons will always
come with a corresponding coupling to up-type quarks and neutrinos:

L ⊃ gU√
2
β32
L

[
b̄Lγαµ+

(
V ∗ubūL + V ∗cbc̄L + V ∗tbt̄L

)
γανµ

]
Uα1 . (2.4)

This means that even in a minimal setup with β22
L , β

23
L , β

33
L = 0, the LQ will have two

dominant decay channels: U1 → bµ̄ and U1 → tν̄µ, with roughly equal branching ratios.
Additional channels such as U1 → uν̄µ or U1 → cν̄µ are suppressed by small CKM factors
and are subdominant. In the remainder of this work, we will focus on the final states
with a charged lepton and down-type quark as these should be the easiest to identify, but
we note that final states with a top and large missing momentum could also be interest-
ing, as top jets will be relatively easy to identify at a muon collider due to the smaller
hadronic backgrounds.
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Finally, we note that if all the βijL are small (as is possible in our flavor scenarios 1
and 2 when βijL � 0.1), the total LQ decay width can be smaller than the QCD scale
(ΛQCD ∼ 200MeV). At these timescales, hadronization effects become important and can
significantly impact the decay rates and phenomenology, leading distinct event topology
such as displaced tracks (see e.g., the discussion in ref. [129]). A detailed treatment of these
effects is beyond the scope of this work. We will make note of the regimes in parameter
space where these hadronization effects are relevant and emphasize that our results should
be interpreted with caution in those regimes.

3 Production modes

This section is devoted to understanding the three most important production channels of
a LQ at a muon collider. In ref. [116], it was demonstrated that the phenomenology of LQs
at hadron colliders can be classified into pair production (PP), single production (SP), and
the LQ interference with the SM Drell-Yan process (DY) [112, 114, 130, 131]. The same
classification of LQ production topologies applies to a muon collider as well, though the
couplings dictating the production are quite different than at the LHC. In the following
subsections, we review each of these topologies in turn, with an emphasis on the different
parts of parameter space they are sensitive to. We devise a simple set of cuts for each
channel and calculate the reach of a MuC with different COM energies for probing the
parameter space of the U1 LQ described in the previous section.

For both single and pair production, depending on which of the flavor scenarios in
table 1 we are studying, the final states most useful in searching for LQs will be different.
In scenarios 1 and 2, the most identifiable final state will be U1 → bµ̄, and we will always
focus on this decay channel unless otherwise noted. In flavor scenarios 3 and 4, however,
the large β33

L coupling means that the U1 → bτ̄ decay mode always has an appreciable
branching ratio, while BR(U1 → bµ̄) � 1% already for β32

L < 0.1. We will therefore
consider only τ final states for scenarios 3 and 4, though a more detailed analysis could in
principle include additional information from other final states as well. As shown below,
different final states have dramatically different backgrounds. In all cases, we include the
relevant branching ratios of the leptoquark (accounting for the U1 → tν decays associated
with the left-handed couplings), however, we do not target the tν final state in any of our
analyses, as we expect it to be much weaker than the fully reconstructible bµ or bτ final
states.3 We assume a fully efficient tagging for all different final state particles.

Furthermore, for the rest of this section, we will assume κU , κ̃U = 0. This is the case
in UV scenarios where the U1 arises as the gauge boson of some larger symmetry group,
and it allows for large, direct couplings of the LQ to gauge fields. These interactions are
important for both the SP and PP channels. As mentioned in section 2, nonzero values of
κU , κ̃U appear in strongly-interacting UV completions of the U1 LQ. We will briefly revisit

3The tν final state with a leptonic top decay could in principle contribute to the signals for bµ or bτ
final states, but this contribution will be very small and kinematically distinct from the LQ signal, so we
can safely ignore it at this stage.
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these scenarios in appendix B. This mostly influences the PP bounds that has only mild
dependence on κ̃U .

We simulate the signal of each channel using MadGraph5 [132], and a modified version
of the U1 LQ model file introduced in ref. [125]. We use the pipeline developed in refs. [133,
134] to scan over the parameter space of the model. We use standard statistical analyses
described in appendix A to calculate the potential discovery reach and exclusion bounds
on the parameter space of the model.

As the muon collider program is in its infancy, a number of experimental and theo-
retical studies are required before a reliable estimate of the systematic uncertainties can
be included. We therefore neglect all sources of systematic uncertainties in what follows.
In this sense, our results can be interpreted as a “best-case” scenario for the reach of a
MuCin probing the parameter space of our simplified LQ model. Once the systematic
uncertainties are determined, it will be straightforward to include them in our analysis,
see refs. [135, 136] for prescriptions on how to include the systematic uncertainties in a
calculation like ours.

3.1 Leptoquark pair production

If the LQ is not too heavy, it can be directly pair produced from muon collisions. A priori,
PP of a LQ occurs through s-channel γ/Z exchange, vector boson fusion (VBF) processes,
or t-channel exchange of a quark (depending on its couplings to muons) as depicted in
figure 1. However, there are other processes that lead to the same final states and include
contributions from LQs, e.g. the “barking dog” topology, which only involves one LQ, as
in the left panel of figure 2. For this reason, in order to be inclusive, here we define “pair
production” as all contributions involving LQs that lead to a final state with two b-jets and
two leptons (either muons or taus, depending on the flavor scenario).

Unlike the SP or DY channels discussed below, LQs can be pair produced via their
electroweak interactions, even if they lack any direct couplings to muons.4 As we will show,
for βi2 . 0.2, the PP cross section depends only on the LQ mass. The PP mode is also
particularly distinctive at a muon collider, as it leads to two quark-lepton pairs produced
back-to-back in the collider for a broad range of LQ masses.

The backgrounds to LQ pair production at a muon collider arise entirely from SM
electroweak production of lepton or jet pairs, see figure 2. The largest SM rates arise when
a jet or lepton pair is near the Z-pole, but these can be substantially suppressed with
a simple cut on the invariant mass. For scenarios where the signal requires muons in the
final states, the SM bbµµ background also receives significant contributions from topologies
where the b-pair is produced via fusion of vector bosons radiated off the incoming muons,
which continue in the forward direction. While the resulting muon pair will be well-
separated — mimicking the signal — this background is still well-mitigated by requiring
the muons to be in the central region (|η`| < 2.5), and by requiring a large invariant mass
for the b-pair. Additional backgrounds with missing forward particles can be removed by

4For earlier studies of leptoquarks at an e+e−, see refs. [128, 137].
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Figure 1. Leading diagrams giving rise to LQ pair production at MuC. The top row shows direct
pair production from muon collisions, while the bottom row shows possible contributions from VBF-
like diagrams, where the gauge bosons are to be understood as arising collinear radiation from the
radiation beam and the remanant particle is unobserved. (See section 3.2 for more details.) Except
for the top-right diagram, all the other ones only depend on the electroweak gauge couplings.
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Figure 2. An example “barking dog” diagram with one intermediate LQ leading to the same final
states as in figure 1 (left), as well as representative diagrams leading to the same final state as the
PP signal in the SM (center and right). The distinct topologies of SM and LQ contribution to these
final states gives rise to different kinematic observables that we can cut on.

cutting events where the four visible particles do not have total energy ∼
√
s, so we do not

consider them here.
In figure 3 we plot the invariant masses of the various particle-antiparticle pairs for

the signal and background in bbµµ and bbττ final states, both in the SM (gray) as well as
for the LQ signal with several different choices of mLQ. As is clear from the figure, the
SM production prefers the jet pair to be highly collimated, and the distribution falls very
rapidly as mbb increases. The signal, on the other hand, peaks at roughly

√
s/2, with a

slight downward shift for heavier LQs. The invariant masses of the lepton pair in the signal
look quite similar. While the SM distribution of mττ in bbττ production is almost identical
to the mbb distribution, the SM mµµ distribution peaks at high invariant masses, due to
the VBF-like topology discussed above.

Motivated by this behavior, we impose a cut on the invariant mass of the b-quark pair
mbb as a function of the collider energy:

mbb > 0.5, 2.0 TeV for
√
s = 3, 14 TeV, (3.1)
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Figure 3. Normalized distributions of the invariant mass for particle-antiparticle pairs in the SM
background (gray shaded) and for LQ PP signals. We use β32

L = 0.1 in all the figures. The left two
panels show the mbb distribution, while the right two panels show the mµµ (top) and mττ (bottom)
distributions. The upper two panels correspond to flavor scenario 1, with bbµµ final states, while the
bottom two panels correspond to flavor scenario 3, with bbττ final states. The histograms motivate
cuts on mbb for improving the signal-to-background ratio; see the text for further details.

along with a cut on mµµ > 150GeV to eliminate the Z-pole, this reduces the expected
number of background events to O(30) for each of the integrated luminosity scenarios
considered above, while retaining essentially all of the signal. In the flavor scenarios 3 and
4, where we utilize bbττ final states, we impose the same cut in eq. (3.1) on mττ , which
further reduces the SM bbττ background to < 1 event in all scenarios. Note that these
estimates make no use of the resonant behavior expected in the mbµ (or mbτ ) distribution,
so they are relatively insensitive to energy/momentum resolution of the detector.

In figure 4, we show the PP cross section after the cuts described above for
√
s = 14TeV

as a function of the LQ mass, factoring out the branching ratios of the LQs. The solid
curves show direct PP cross section for several values of β32

L , assuming the other βijL vanish.
The dashed blue curve shows the VBF-induced mode, from the bottom left diagram in
figure 1.5 The γγ → U1U

†
1 production is quite small, and we thus do not consider the

VBF-induced production further. Note that the β32
L = 0.2 and 10−3 curves are practically

indistinguishable, as for couplings smaller than ∼ 0.2, the production is dominated by the
electroweak contributions. For couplings larger than β32

L ∼ 0.5, the t-channel production is

5For details on how the photon initial-states are treated, see section 3.2.
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Figure 4. Plot of the PP cross section at
√
s = 14TeV as a function of the LQ mass for several

values of β32
L , normalized by the branching ratio of the LQ. The solid curves show the direct µ+µ−

cross section while the dashed curve shows the VBF-induced process computed using the effective
photon approximation (see the diagrams on the bottom row of figure 1). The dashed gray line
indicates the

√
s/2 threshold. For couplings β32

L . 0.2 the production cross section is dominated
by the electroweak production for all different masses.

dominant for all the masses. The luminosities in eq. (1.1) and the cross sections in figure 4
suggest that as long as mLQ ≤

√
s/2, we have non-zero number of events in this channel

regardless of the value of β32
L .

The drop in cross section above the mLQ =
√
s/2 threshold for the direct µ+µ−

production is apparent. It is clear, however, that given the small background expectations
outlined above, pair production will be visible for all mLQ .

√
s/2, independent of βijL ,

provided that the branching ratios are not too small. If the other βijL have some nonzero
value, they will lead to additional contributions to the t-channel diagram in figure 1, which
can slightly increase the cross section, particularly near the

√
s/2 threshold.

To estimate the reach of a muon collider, we compute the number of events required
to exclude the LQ signal at 95% C.L. or to claim a 5σ discovery, based on the background
estimates described above. Details of this treatment are described in detail in appendix A.
The resulting constraints for flavor scenarios 1 and 3 are shown in figure 5; the bounds on
scenarios 2 and 4 are comparable, see section 4. The solid contours show the 95% C.L.
constraints, while the dashed lines show the 5σ discovery reach.

For small values of β32
L , the constraints are essentially constant in mass, as a result of

the pure electroweak production of LQ pairs. We see that the electroweak pair production
alone will set the reach of a muon collider to roughly

√
s/2. For larger values of the muon

coupling, the additional t-channel production becomes important, and the bounds stretch
beyond the

√
s/2 on-shell threshold. The shaded gray region on the left-hand side shows

parameters where the decay width of the LQ is small, and hadronization effects may be
important, as discussed in section 2.
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Figure 5. Contour plots of the 95% CL (dashed) and 5σ discovery (solid) for pair production of
LQ at

√
s = 3, 14TeV. We show the reach for flavor scenario 1 (left) and flavor scenario 3 (right).

In the gray region, the LQ lifetime is longer than Λ−1
QCD and non-perturbative hadronization effects

will have to be included for a more accurate result. For sufficiently small couplings the production
cross section is dominated by the electroweak production and the bounds become independent of
the LQ coupling to the muons.
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Figure 6. Diagrams leading to single production of LQs. A vector boson from µ+(µ−) collides
with µ−(µ+) through different channels producing a down-type quark and a LQ.

3.2 Leptoquark single production

For LQs with masses less than
√
s, single production of LQs can be important. We refer to

single production as processes µ+µ− → U1dj +X, where X is missing energy that escapes
down the beampipe or is otherwise not observed. The relevant Feynman diagrams for single
production of a vector LQ are shown in figure 6. In all these diagrams, we show a collision
between a muon and a photon or Z boson, where the vector boson is understood to be
emitted at a small angle from the incoming muon beam. Besides those in figure 6, there
are also two diagrams with intermediate t-channel LQ that lead to the same final states.
We included those diagrams in the signal cross sections. In contrast to the “barking dog”
diagram that was included in the PP topology in the previous section, single production
is characterized by events where the muon that radiates the vector boson is deflected by a
small angle and continues in the forward direction at high rapidity, outside the coverage of
the detector.
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Figure 7. Normalized distributions of the angular distance, ∆R between the b-pair (left) and of
the pseudorapidity of the µ+ in single production. The SM background is shown as a gray, shaded
histogram while the colored curves show the LQ signal for several values of the LQ mass. The
histograms motivate some cuts on ∆Rbb and ηµ.

A rigorous computation of the signal rate for this inclusive process would make use of
the electroweak parton distribution functions (PDFs) for the vector bosons in the muon [31–
33, 35]. In this study, for simplicity, we will content ourselves with working at fixed order
and consider only initial state photons, treated as initial states using the effective photon
approximation (EPA) [138]. Following ref. [43], we modify MadGraph5 to include photons
from muons using the built-in EPA, evaluated at a dynamical scale Q =

√
ŝ/2, where

√
ŝ is

the partonic center-of-mass energy. We cross-checked our results using analytic expressions
and the electroweak PDFs from refs. [32, 33], finding reasonable agreement.6 We do not
include the contributions from an initial state Z as these are suppressed both due to the
Z mass and the electroweak mixing angle.

The dominant decay channel of the LQ depends on the scenarios of table 1. Similar
to the PP channel in the previous section, in scenarios 1 and 2 (3 and 4) from table 1 we
focus on the LQ decay channel µ̄b (τ̄ b). We also assume a perfect tagging for all the final
state particles.

The backgrounds to single production in the Standard Model arise from processes
very similar to the PP backgrounds, but where one of the final state leptons (muon or
tau, depending on the flavor scenario of interest) falls outside the detector coverage, or is
otherwise unobserved. As in the PP background, the SM contributions typically lead to
events with a bb̄ pair very boosted, and these can be significantly suppressed with a cut
∆Rbb > 0.5. As shown in figure 7, the observed lepton tends to be far more central in the
LQ signal process than in the SM, where it tends to be forward to balance the unobserved
lepton. We can thus further mitigate the SM background by requiring |η`| < 1.5 for
scenarios 1 and 2. A similar cut on the visible τ in scenarios 3 and 4 reduces the expected
SM background to . 1 event.

6For a broad range of LQ masses, our numerical results agree with an analytic calculation of µγ → bU1

convolved with the electroweak PDFs within ∼ 20%. For LQ masses approaching
√
s, other diagrams

including off-shell LQ contributions not included in our analytic calculations become important, but an
O(1) agreement is still obtained.
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Figure 8. SP cross section normalized by the branching ratio of the LQ for the U1 at a COM
energy of 3TeV (left) and 14TeV (right) for flavor scenario 1. The cross section strongly depends on
the coupling to muons and the LQ mass. For mLQ ≤

√
s, where the LQs can be produced on-shell,

the cross section scales like (β32
L )2, and it scales as (β32

L )4 for higher masses.

Contrary to the PP mode, the single production depends on both the electroweak
couplings of the LQ as well as the direct coupling to muons, and vanishes in the limit
β32
L → 0. In figure 8 we show the LQ SP cross section as a function of mLQ, after the cuts

described above, for a few representative values of the coupling at
√
s = 3TeV (left) and√

s = 14TeV (right). As long as the LQ is on-shell, we see that the cross section scales as
(β32
L )2, as expected from the diagrams in figure 6.
As is clear from figure 8, only large values of the coupling provide a sizeable signal

cross section. The resulting constraints in the β32
L vs. mLQ plane are derived in the same

manner as for the PP limits described in the previous subsection, and shown in figure 9.
The left panel shows the bounds for flavor scenario 1, while the right panel shows the
same constraints for scenario 3. We see that the shape of the bounds is complementary
to the PP bounds, as expected, but they fall off both at high masses and for small muon
couplings. Note however, that the SP constraints gain more power for larger

√
s than

would be expected from a naive scaling, due to the logarithmic enhancement of the photon
flux in the EPA. While the production signal could in principle be improved with a more
carefully optimized analysis, we find that the constraints on LQs too heavy to be seen in
pair production are weaker than the DY bounds discussed in the next section.

3.3 Drell-Yan

Here we consider the LQ interference with the SM DY processes, first considered in
refs. [130, 131].7 The parton-level final state comprises two back-to-back quarks. The
LQ exchange occurs only in the t-channel. The primary contribution to the cross section

7Technically, this is the (Drell-Yan)† process since we annihilate two leptons into two quarks.
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Figure 9. Contour plots of the 95% CL (dashed) and 5σ discovery (solid) for single LQ production
at
√
s = 3, 14TeV. We show the reach for flavor scenario 1 with one muon in the final state (left),

and flavor scenario 3 with a tau in the final state (right). In the gray region, the LQ lifetime is
longer than Λ−1

QCD and non-perturbative hadronization effects will have to be included for a more
accurate result.
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Figure 10. Contribution to DY dijet production from LQ exchange (left) and SM (right). We can
use the interference of these two diagrams to look for the LQ signal.

in the kinematic regime of interest is the interference of the LQ diagram with the SM
s-channel DY process. The parton-level diagrams are shown in figure 10.

Unlike the SP and PP channels, the DY process does not contain an s-channel LQ.
Instead, the LQ exchange diagram interferes destructively with the SM amplitude, creating
a distinct pattern in the kinematic distributions of dijet final states. Because the effect is
via interference, the sensitivity to the NP signal extends to high masses, as the effects scale
as 1/m2

LQ. Since the contribution to DY via LQ exchange is entirely due to βL and does
not depend on the electroweak couplings, the channel loses sensitivity in the small coupling
regime. We focus on b jet final states, so the signal is sensitive to only the β32

L coupling,
i.e., it is independent of other potential LQ decay channels. Furthermore, the DY reach is
insensitive to modified gauge interactions, so any constraints apply regardless of κ̃U .

Due to the distinct topology of the LQ contribution to DY production, the presence of
LQs will modify the kinematics of jet-pair production, which can be seen in η, θ, or jet pT
distributions. Since this process has a two body final state, these quantities are trivially
related and we choose to consider only the ηj distribution. The interference pattern in DY
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Figure 11. Distribution of DY events in η for two different values of LQ mass and its coupling to
µL and bL (β32

L ). We use
√
s = 3TeV for generating these results. We observe that SM distribution

(gray) can be significantly different from the LQ model prediction, which is a consequence of different
SM and LQ diagram topologies. We use these different distributions to search for the LQ signal in
this channel.

from intermediate leptoquarks has been well-studied in the context of hadron colliders (see
e.g., ref. [114] and references therein).

In figure 11, we show the event distribution in η for a few different LQ masses and
couplings. In the regions of parameter space that the t-channel LQ contribution dominates,
e.g. low LQ mass or large couplings, the distribution is shifted to larger values of |η|. As
is clear from figure 11, the overall distribution of events in the presence of the LQ signal
can be quite different from the SM.

We leverage the shape-dependence of the distributions in η to derive projected 95%
C.L. exclusion bounds as well as the 5σ discovery reach of a MuC from this DY channel. To
do so, we adopt a frequentist approach and use the standard likelihood ratio test statistic
to calculate these bounds. Further details on our likelihood analysis and calculation of
these bounds are included in appendix A.

In figure 12 we show the reach of a MuC with COM energies
√
s = 3 and 14TeV. We

compute this reach after binning the events into 10 bins spanning the full detector range in
|η| (|η| ≤ 2.5). We find that increasing the number of bins does not significantly increase
the sensitivity. Note that in deriving these results, we neglect any systematic uncertainties,
which could be easily incorporated into this type of analysis.

While we considered the distribution of events in η for this channel, one could equiv-
alently consider the distribution of events in e.g., cos θ or pT due to the one-to-one corre-
spondence with two-body kinematics. We confirmed that using any of these variables does
not perceptibly change the bounds in the parameter space. We emphasize that, as in the
hadron collider case (see e.g., ref. [114]), the precise pattern of interference between the LQ
and SM amplitudes depends not only on the LQ mass, but also on its spin, couplings, and
representation. Therefore, unlike the single- and pair-production modes, which are mostly
model-independent, our results for DY production are less easily translated to LQs other
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Figure 12. The 95% CL exclusion bound (dashed) and the 5σ discovery (solid) reach of the DY
interference channel with

√
s = 3, 14TeV. In calculating these bounds we neglected the systematic

uncertainties. We also use 10 bins in η for the final be jets. The DY channel bounds only depend
on the β32 couplings, thus are the same across the four scenarios of table 1.

than the U1. However, all possible LQs will exhibit some interference with the Drell-Yan
process, so the same strategy applied here can be leveraged in other scenarios as well, and
will lead to similar constraints.

4 Combination and comparison to flavor constraints

Let us review the discovery reach of all the channels studied in the previous section. In
figures 13 and 14 we combine the 5σ discovery bounds from all these channels for COM
energies

√
s = 3TeV and

√
s = 14TeV, respectively, and for the four flavor structure

scenarios of table 1. As indicated in the previous section, the 95% CL exclusion bounds
for each channel is comparable to the discovery reach shown in these figures.

The various LQ production channels have complementary reach in parameter space. As
explained in section 3.1, the PP contributions only rely on the electroweak gauge couplings,
and can probe small Yukawa coupling parts of the parameter space. We find that for masses
below

√
s/2 the PP channel is the most powerful channel, independent of β32

L . As we go to
higher masses, the LQs can not be pair produced on-shell and thus this channel drastically
loses its sensitivity. For masses above

√
s/2, the SP and DY interference channels can

have better discovery reach, provided β32
L is not too small. While the SP channel is not

competitive with the combination of Drell-Yan and pair production at
√
s = 3TeV, it

is noticeably more relevant at
√
s = 14TeV due to the logarithmic enhancement in the

photon flux, and might be even more useful for higher center of mass energies that we
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do not consider here. The SP channel becomes weaker for masses approaching
√
s, while

the interference with the SM allows the DY mode to bound leptoquarks far beyond the
intrinsic reach of the collider for β32

L & 0.1.
The PP bounds on scenarios 3 and 4 (with final state bbττ) is slightly stronger than

scenarios 1 and 2 (with final state bbµµ) thanks to lower background in their final state. In
the SP channel, the lower SM background on the final state τbb̄ in scenarios 3 and 4 makes
this channel stronger in these scenarios. The bounds from the DY channel only depend on
the β32

L coupling and is the same between the four scenarios.
Our results for a muon collider are similar to the analogous classification of the different

production modes at the LHC outlined in ref. [116]. There, as above, it was shown that pair
production sets the best bounds for small couplings, as long as the LQ is within the mass
reach of the collider, while the interference with SM DY production sets the best bound for
large couplings. One qualitative difference is that the DY constraints at a muon collider
stretch to much smaller couplings than they do at the LHC. This is in part because we
are setting optimistic projections, rather than recasting existing constraints that account
for detector effects and systematic uncertainties. However, the DY interference is also
intrinsically more sensitive at a high energy lepton collider, as the colliding leptons have a
much higher relative partonic luminosity than the necessary partons at a hadron collider.

It is also interesting to compare the reach of a muon collider to future hadron colliders.
At such a collider, the dominant LQ production mode would be through color production.
A study of the LQs at the FCC-hh collider was carried out in refs. [139, 140]. They
find a sharp ∼ 10TeV bound on the LQ mass from PP diagrams, which agrees with a
naive scaling of the current LHC constraints. This would slightly outperform even the
14TeV MuC reach in the PP channel for small Yukawa couplings, though a ∼ 20TeV MuC
would have comparable reach. However, as indicated in figure 13 and 14, the SP and DY
interference channels can have a better reach in larger masses and coupling values at a
MuC. We are not aware of a similar study for the reach of FCC-hh in these channels. A
study of these channels at FCC-hh is in order before a proper comparison to the MuC reach
can be made.

4.1 Flavor bounds

With the flavor structure given in eq. (2.3), our model can contribute to various flavor
observables, summarized in table 2. Note that we do not consider a possible contribution
to the muon electric dipole moment, (g − 2)µ, where there is currently a 4.2σ discrepancy
between the experimental value [141] and the Standard Model prediction [142]. However,
to explain the observed anomaly with perturbative couplings, our LQ should be below TeV
(see for instance [143]) in mass, which is already covered by LHC searches [116]. As a
result, for the LQ masses that we are interested in at a MuC, the contribution to (g − 2)µ
can be neglected.8

8Notice that assuming zero βi2R can even further suppress the contribution to (g−2)µ compared to what
is discussed in ref. [143]. The contribution of this LQ to (g − 2)µ will still be negligible for masses above a
few hundred GeV even if these couplings were included.
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Figure 13. The 5σ discovery reach of the all channels at
√
s = 3TeV. Any LQ model in the region

to the left or above the red lines can be discovered by the corresponding channel. We show the
results for all flavor scenarios presented in table 1. The final state we search for in the scenarios 1
and 2 (3 and 4) is µbb̄ (τbb̄). The DY interference bounds are the same across different scenarios,
while the single and pair production can change between the scenarios of top or on the bottom
row. Additionally, for flavor scenarios 2 and 4, we include the contours corresponding to the central
value of the RK anomaly. We find that the parameter space explaining this anomaly is completely
covered with our proposed searches. The PP channel can cover the low LQ mass of the parameter
space, while the DY interference and single production probing the higher masses; the former can
probe LQ masses far beyond the intrinsic reach of the collider.
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Figure 14. Same as figure 13 but for
√
s = 14TeV. Any LQ model in the region to the left or

above the purple lines can be discovered by their corresponding channel.

Two of the most sensitive tests of lepton flavor universality (LFU) are the RK and
R∗K ratios — the relative rate of B meson decays to final states involving muons over
electrons. Recent experimental measurements of these ratios are 3.1 and 2.5σ below the
SM prediction, respectively [144, 145].9 Leptoquarks can modify these decay rates at tree
level, as shown in figure 15. Recent theoretical fits to the effective Lagrangian describing
these LFU violating decays imply that a LQ with nonzero values of β22

L and β32
L can fit the

discrepancies in data for [150]:

β22
L β

32
L

m2
LQ

= 1.98× 10−3 TeV−2 (4.1)

These couplings are nonzero in our flavor structures 2 and 4 in table 1, where we assume
9See also ref. [156] for a measurement of RK∗ at Belle with far larger error bars.
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Observable Experimental Bounds Relevant Couplings

RK(∗)
RK = 0.846+0.044

−0.041

RK∗ = 0.685+0.113
−0.069 ± 0.047

[144, 145] β32
L × β22

L

BR (Bs → µµ) 3.09+0.48
−0.44 × 10−9 [146–150] β32

L × β22
L

RD(∗)
RD = 0.340± 0.030
RD∗ = 0.295± 0.014

[151] β33
L × β23

L

R
µ/e
D 0.995± 0.022± 0.039 [152] β32

L × β22
L

BR (τ → µγ) < 4.4× 10−8 [153] β33
L × β32

L

BR (τ → µφ) < 8.4× 10−8 β23
L × β22

L

BR (Ds → µν) < 5.49× 10−3 β22
L × β22

L

BR (Ds → τν) < 5.48× 10−2 β23
L × β23

L

BR (B → Kτµ) < 2.8× 10−5 β32
L × β23

L β33
L × β22

L

BR (Bs → τµ) < 4.2× 10−5 β32
L × β23

L β33
L × β22

L

BR (Bs → ττ) < 2.1× 10−3 β33
L × β23

L

Table 2. Various low-energy flavor observables along with the latest experimental result and the
combination(s) of couplings relevant for each process at tree-level in the U1 leptoquark model,
based on the results of refs. [115, 154]. Experimental values are taken from ref. [155], unless
otherwise noted.

b

U1

µ−

s

µ+

b

s̄

U1

µ−

µ+

Figure 15. Diagrams for the tree-level LQ contributions to the R(∗)
K anomaly (left) and Bs → µ+µ−

(right). The two contributions are related via crossing symmetry.

that β22
L = β32

L . The central value in eq. (4.1) is indicated by a dashed blue line in the
right panels of figures 13 and 14. We see that even a 3TeV muon collider has the potential
to discover LQs in the parameter space of interest to the flavor anomalies.

A similarly sensitive observable is the leptonic decay Bs → µ+µ−, which is related to
the process in RK(∗) through crossing-symmetry, see figure 15. The current measurement
of the branching ratio for this decay channel is [148, 149]

BR(Bs → µ+µ−) = (3.09+0.48
−0.44)× 10−9, (4.2)

which is compatible with, though slightly smaller than the SM prediction. The coupling
values that explain the observed RK(∗) anomaly also predict this branching ratio will stay
within the 1σ range of the observed value [148, 149] and in fact have even better agreement
with the observed value [150].
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In table 2 we show many other observables that can get contribution in our model.
We also show the coupling dependence of each observable; clearly, each observable has
contributions only s subset of scenarios that we study. We calculated the bounds from all
these observables (using the formulas from refs. [115, 154]) and found that none of them
are as sensitive as RK(∗) .

Additionally, electroweak boson decays can be modified by diagrams involving loops
with LQs. These effects can be computed with the effective field theory operators de-
scribed in refs. [115, 154], but provide much weaker constraints than nearly all of the flavor
observables.10

5 Conclusions

A muon collider can open up novel directions in high energy community’s quest for physics
beyond the SM. Recent progress in the experimental front has motivated a closer look into
its potential in probing various BSM directions. In this work, we studied the reach of such
a collider in search for vector LQs, an exotic extension of the SM with unique signals at
high energy colliders.

We focused on a particular LQ called U1, which has drawn a lot of attention over the
last few years thanks to its ability to explain various flavor anomalies. We considered four
representative scenarios for the flavor structure of the LQ couplings to the SM fermions.
These ranged from scenarios uniquely suited to production at muon colliders to those most
relevant to recent anomalies in B-meson decays, which are motivated by UV constructions.
We explored the differences in the resulting phenomenology at a muon collider, and our
analysis can straightforwardly be repeated for any other flavor structure.

We studied three broad classes of signals from this new particle: (i) its pair production,
(ii) single production, and (iii) interference with the SM Drell-Yan process. We studied
each channel in detail and proposed simple strategies to set limits on the parameter space
in the presence of the SM backgrounds.

We found that, thanks to its electroweak charges, a LQ of mass
√
s/2 or lower can

be detected through its PP signal. This channel eventually loses its sensitivity as we go
to larger LQ masses. On the other hand, the DY interference signal, although weak at
very small couplings to the SM fermions, can potentially probe LQ masses even an order
of magnitude heavier than the colliders COM energy with perturbative couplings. The SP
channel can have a very great reach, even though it is always sub-dominant to the other
two channels in the flavor structures that we considered. The reach of both SP and PP
channels depends on the flavor structure of the LQ coupling to all SM fermions and its
branching ratios, while the DY interference channel is only sensitive to a single LQ-SM
fermions couplings and can be used to put irreducible bounds on individual couplings.

The LQs are a color charged particle and are expected to be color produced in large
numbers at hadron machines. Nonetheless, the fact that all of the incoming particles energy
can be accessible to a single event and clean environment gives lepton machines an edge over

10For additional studies at done other future see ref. [157].
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comparable hadron collider options. In particular, we found that at a 14TeV muon collider,
DY interference channel is sensitive to LQ masses up to 100TeV for perturbative couplings,
which is completely out of reach for direct production even at a 100TeV hadron machine.

The high energy muon collider can probe parts of the LQ parameter space beyond
the reach of flavor experiments. We found that when the couplings of the LQ to the SM
fermions allow for explaining the observed RK(∗) , and when different relevant couplings are
comparable in size, the relevant parameter space of the model is completely probed even
at a 3TeV muon collider.

Our results point to several clear directions for future study. We only focused on a spe-
cific well-motivated LQ with specific flavor structures. Similar analysis should be repeated
for other LQs or broader classes of flavor structures. Furthermore, in our calculation of the
SP signal we used the effective photon approximation and considered only a photon in the
initial state. While the EPA is a good leading approximation, a more rigorous treatment of
the muon PDFs — particularly for higher energy muon colliders — is in order. Finally, in
this work we neglected any detector effects and various sources of systematic uncertainties,
so our results are an optimistic projection of the reach of muon colliders in the parameter
space of our LQ model. However, given that the most optimistic projections would have
a muon collider gathering data in no less than 15-20 years, a number of improvements in
detector technology can be expected, making these target projections somewhat realistic.

In conclusion, leptoquarks are an exotic class of new physics particle, with interesting
collider phenomenology. Our results demonstrate that a muon collider would have unique
capabilities for constraining these particles, and perhaps even discovering new physics.
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A The statistics

In this appendix we provide more details on the statistical treatment used to project limits
from the various production channels.
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For the DY constraints, we use a binned likelihood analysis to find the regions of
the mLQ-β23

L parameter space that are excluded at > 95% confidence level, assuming the
observed events mimic the distribution predicted by the Standard Model. We will assume
that we have Nbin bins in the forward direction (0 ≤ η ≤ 2.5), and neglect any bin to bin
correlations, as well as any systematic uncertainties. We can thus define the λ test statistic
following section 40 of ref. [155] (see refs. [135, 136] for further details):

− 2 log λ(mLQ, β) = −2 log
(P(n;mLQ, β)
P(n; SM)

)
, (A.1)

where n = (n1, n2, · · · , nNbin) is the number of events observed in different η bins (which
we assumed is equal to the SM prediction), P(n;mLQ, β) is the probability of seeing this
experimental outcome assuming the underlying model is our LQ model with a given mass
and Yukawa coupling, and P(n; SM) is the probability of finding the same experimental
outcome from the SM. According to Wilks’ theorem [158], for large enough number of
events, the test statistic λ will approach a χ2 distribution with Nbin degrees of freedom.
Assuming a Poisson distribution in each bin, we find

− 2 log λ(mLQ, β) = 2
i=Nbin∑
i=1

[
µi(mLQ, β)− bi + bi log

(
bi

µi(mLQ, β)

)]
, (A.2)

where bi is the SM prediction for the number of events in each bin (and according to our
assumption bi = ni for this test), and µi(mLQ, β) is the LQ model prediction for bin i’s
event count. We calculate this test statistic for each point in the parameter space and find
the expected 95% confidence level exclusion bound from a MuCwith various COM energies.

In addition to the projected 95% C.L. exclusion bounds, we also wish to calculate the
5σ discovery reach of the MuC. To do so, we modify the calculation above by assuming the
experimental outcome is distributed among the bins according to the prediction of our LQ
model with a given mass and Yukawa coupling. With this assumption, we find for what
parameters the observation would exclude the SM with greater than 5σ confidence. The
test statistic we use for this case is thus

−2 log λ(mLQ, β) = −2 log
(
P(n; SM)
P(n;mLQ, β)

)

= 2
i=Nbin∑
i=1

[
bi − µi(mLQ, β) + µi(mLQ, β) log

(
µi(mLQ, β)

bi

)]
, (A.3)

where again we have assumed a Poisson distribution for number of events in each bin.
For the PP and SP channels, we take a simpler “cut-and-count” based approach, and

first compute the expected number of background events after all selection cuts are taken
into account. For the 95% C.L. constraints, we then assume the observed number of events
is equal to the expected background and compute the upper limit of the 95% C.L. Bayesian
posterior probability, using the “frequentist” prior, i.e., we solve for sup in

0.95 =
∫ sup

0 P (b|s)ds∫∞
0 P (b|s)ds (A.4)
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where b is the expected background, s is the expected signal as a function of the model
parameters, and P (n|s) is the Poisson probability for observing n events assuming a mean
of s+ b:

P (n|s) = (s+ b)n

n! e−(s+b). (A.5)

See refs. [135, 136] for more details. To compute the 5σ discovery reach, we follow a similar
procedure, except that we instead solve for the number of observed events necessary to
exclude the expected background, b at 5σ confidence (p = 5.7 × 10−7). We checked that
this approach leads to the same limits as obtained from the likelihood analysis described
above with Nbin = 1 for the PP and SP channels.

B Modified gauge interactions

As mentioned at the beginning of section 3, non-zero values of κU , κ̃U can arise in different
UV completions, but are otherwise ignored in this paper. In this appendix, we briefly
outline how the phenomenology changes when the assumption that κU , κ̃U = 0 is relaxed.

First, we note that the diagrams that interfere with the SM DY production process
discussed in section 3.3 are completely insensitive to the strong and EW interactions of the
U1, and depend only on the couplings gU and the flavor spurions, βi2L . Therefore, all of our
DY results are unchanged in the non-standard gauge coupling scenario.

Pair-production and single-production of the LQ on the other hand, depend heavily
on the electroweak interactions of the LQ. All three SP diagrams in figure 6 depend on
the gauge couplings of the U1 and its bounds will get weaker for nonzero κ̃U . Since the SP
channels are already not very constraining in most of the LQ parameter space, we will not
consider these modifications any further.

Thus, we are left to understand the importance of κ̃U on the PP constraints. We
recompute the bounds from pair production as in section 3.1, with κ̃U = 0.5 and 1.0. The
latter corresponds to the “minimal coupling” scenario, as defined in refs. [127, 128], though
we emphasize that there are still non-vanishing electroweak interactions as required by
gauge-invariance.

The resulting constraints for flavor scenarios 1 and 3 are shown in the left and right
panels of figure 16. Here we show only the 5σ discovery reaches, for three different values
of κ̃U at

√
s = 3 and 14TeV. We see that for very large values of β32

L , the bounds are
unchanged, as they are set by the t-channel production of the LQ pairs and insensitive
to the gauge couplings. For smaller values of β32

L , particularly in flavor scenario 1, we see
that the bounds become substantially weaker, and for κ̃U = 1.0, cannot reach all the way
to the

√
s/2 threshold. At intermediate values, the destructive interference between the t-

and s-channel diagrams in figure 1 leads to larger values of κ̃U strengthening the bounds
in flavor scenario 1. In flavor scenario 3, the smaller background makes the constraints
less sensitive to the modified interactions, though the reach is somewhat decreased in the
minimal coupling scenario to ∼

√
s/3, rather than

√
s/2. As a final note, we remind that

these constraints do not use the full power of a resonance scan, so they could potentially
still be improved, particularly in flavor scenario 1 where the background is non-negligible.
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Figure 16. Contours showing the 5σ discovery reach of a
√
s = 3 or 14TeV muon collider via pair

production for several values of the modified gauge coupling, governed by κ̃U (see eq. (2.1)). The
solid, dashed, and dotted lines indicate the reach with κ̃U = 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively.
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